St. Francis Xavier School

Emergency Preparedness Plan

Emergency
Preparedness Plan
Policy
The following safety procedures will be reviewed each September and at other
times as required.

All staff members are responsible for familiarizing themselves with all areas of
safety procedures when appropriate and as required.

This document is not intended to provide guidance on long-term continuity of
school operations or recovery, and is generally limited to emergency responserelated actions only.

Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of students,
staff and visitors.
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Resources

The SFX School’s safety procedures references best practices from:

British Columbia, Ministry of Education. (2015). Emergency Management Planning Guide for
Schools, District and Authorities.

CISVA Policy 417: Risk Management.

CISVA Policy # 418: General School Administration.

FISA BC. (May 2016). Emergency Management Planning Guide for Schools, Districts, and
Authorities: Supplement for Independent Schools.

Society of Christian Schools in BC. (2001). Responding to a School Emergency, Putting an
Effective Plan in Place.
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1. Emergency Phone Numbers
In an emergency dial:

911

Local Police: Vancouver Police Department
Non-Emergency 604 717 3321
Community Policing Centre
604 688 5030
106-268 Keefer Street Vancouver, B.C. V6A 1X5
Catholic Independent Schools Vancouver Archdiocese (CISVA): 604 683 9331
Federation of Independent School Association (FISA):

604 684 6023

2. Talking to Dispatch
(FISA. 2016.p. 97)
Tell the Dispatcher:
WHEN:

Is the incident in progress, or did it happen in the past, and at what time?

WHERE:

School name, exact school address, your name and date of birth, specific location
of the emergency (i.e. hallway, classroom, gym, cafeteria, etc.). If outside,
bordering street information and direction (north, south, east, west) is very helpful.

WHAT:

Nature of the incident: fight, drugs, unwanted suspicious person, threat, etc. Is the
threat/suspect still present? Are there injuries? If so, extent of injuries?

WEAPONS: If weapons are involved, give specifics on the type of injuries?
WHO:

Name of suspects if known, and victims. Full descriptions of each suspect.

SCHOOL ADDRESS:

428 Great Northern Way, Vancouver, B.C. V5T 4S5 604 254 2714

Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of students,
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3. Evacuation Route Descriptions and Floor Plans
N

Great Northern Way
Brunswick

East 5th
Ave.

Front entrance of School (north).

Assembly Area

Classes on the WEST END of the school (7M-Rm. 309, 7K-Rm. 308, 4S-Rm. 310, 4L-Rm.
311, KD-Rm. 211, KP-Rm. 213, 3C-Rm. 208, 3B-Rm. 207, and 1W-Rm. 218): Exit from the
doors on the second floor adjacent staircase #2 that opens into the Daycare play area, proceed out
of the Daycare gate that leads onto East 5th Avenue, turn right (east) towards Brunswick St., turn
right (north) on Brunswick, then turn immediate right (east) on Northern Way heading towards
the front of the school. Then enter into the playground area through the black gates. Students will
then go up the first set of stairs by the north Gym doors and assemble on the playground.

Classes on the EAST END of the school (6L-Rm. 306, 6B-Rm. 307, 5W-Rm. 314, 5D-Rm.
312, 2C-Rm. 206, 2G-Rm. 205, 1D-Rm. 215 and the Music Room-201): Proceed down the east
stairwell (stair #3) and exit through the Main Front Door, go east along Great Northern Way,
enter the playground through the black gate and assemble on the playground.
Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of students,
staff and visitors.
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Library (Rm. 107): Exit through the northern exit door in the Library to Great Northern Way,
turn right (east) along Great Northern Way, enter into the playground through the black gate and
assemble on the playground.

Staff Room (Rm. 125): Exit the staff room and exit the building through the Main Front Door,
turn right (east) along Great Northern Way, enter into the playground through the black gate and
assemble on the playground.

JP2 Room: Proceed down the northeast corner staircase (stair #4), go through the gym through
the northern gym doors and assemble on the rooftop playground.

LAC/French Office/Mandarin Office/Staff Lounge: Proceed down the northeast corner stair
(stair #4) case, go through the gym through the northern gym doors and assemble on the rooftop
playground.
Gym: Exit through the parking lot doors and assemble on the rooftop playground

Please note: we must assemble at the eastern end of the playground (the Church side) to take
attendance. Kindergarten should be closest to the Church, all the way up to the Grade Sevens on
the western end. This is at the suggestion of the Fire Department to be away from the gym should
the wall collapse.
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Floor Plans
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4. Roles and Responsibilities
Principal (Site Incident Commander) is responsible for:
-

Developing and implementing emergency preparedness policies and standards.
Develop a Violent Threat Risk Assessment (VTRA) protocol and team.
Take control and maintain order in an emergency, and work with community agencies.
Ensure that students return safely to parents or guardians as soon as possible.
Conduct regular drills (ideally, six fire, three earthquake, and two lockdown drills
annually).
Report emergencies, disasters, and critical incidents to the Ministry promptly. (FISA,
2016, p.8)

Teachers, Support Staff and Students are responsible to:
-

Be familiar with the emergency management plan.
Understand their particular role in carrying it out.
Students must also follow instructions given by their teachers. (FISA, 2016, p. 8)

Parents and Guardians are key partners in their children’s learning and are often very involved in
school activities. They play an important part in the support of the school’s emergency plan by:
-

Participating in the development of the emergency management plan where practical.
Becoming familiar with the plan.
Providing vital and up-to-date information regarding contact, medical and student
release information.
Participating in drills or exercises related to emergency preparedness, including
student release drills, when invited to do so by the principal.
Encourage their children to take drills seriously.
Helping to acquire and organize emergency supplies on an ongoing basis. (Ministry of
Education, 2015 p. 13)

Volunteers are to be aware of the emergency policies and procedures and their responsibility
(report any incidents, call 911, follow school policies) as they may be a primary person providing
care.
Schools are encouraged to involve first responders to emergency plans and drills.

Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of students,
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5. The Emergency Management Cycle
(Ministry of Education, 2015, p. 20-40)

Mitigation and Prevention;
Actions to eliminate or reduce hazards (human-caused, natural, technological, and biological) and
their impact should an emergency occur
1. Site assessment (e.g. securing furniture)
2. Culture and climate assessment (reducing violent incidents within school community)
3. Violence threat risk assessment (threat to harm self or others)
4. Capacity Assessment (roles and responsibilities of staff and adequate resources)

Planning and Preparedness;
Involves advanced measures to ensure that processes, agencies and individuals are ready to
respond to an emergency.
1. Plan
2. Organize and equip
3. Train
4. Drill
5. Debrief and revise

Response;
When an emergency occurs everyone should know their roles and set the plan in motion.


Assess the situation



Establish command



Determine and activate appropriate emergency response


Drop/cover/hold on



Evacuate



Lock Down



Lock Out

Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of students,
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Shelter in Place



Activate school team



Execute the plan



Contact school authority, CISVA etc.



Manage the incident



Review

Contact 911 at any point when needed

Recovery, a return to normalcy;
1. Emotional and Psychological Recovery: Responding to Trauma
2. Physical and structural recovery
3. Continuity or operations
4. Restoration of academic learning
5. Debrief

Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of students,
staff and visitors.
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Fire Procedure
6. Summary of Procedures – Staff Members
All Staff Members shall follow the established procedures for Fire Safety to ensure the safety of
the students, visitors, and staff and to prevent or delay the spread of any fire or smoke.
Responsible Person
All Staff Members:


Must ensure that the classrooms and hallways are free of obstacles and hazards.



On a daily basis, all staff must pay particular attention to the exit doors in the classrooms and
in the hallways.



Activate the Fire Alarm for the building (if it has not been done)



Exit the building with all students at the nearest fire exit. (Take emergency bag, reflection
vest, hard hat only if possible)



Assist all students while taking care and precaution for the specific individual needs of
students.



Assemble and take attendance at the designated assembly area.



Determine whether staff and students have safely evacuated the school building.



Precede to the color stations. (refer to earthquake procedures)



If a class is elsewhere in the school, i.e., with specialist teachers (physical education, Learning
Assistance, Music, Library, Computer Room) the specialtist teacher leads the student(s) to the
assembly area along with the clipboard listing all of the class lists. The Classroom Teacher
will meet the specialist teacher and the student(s) at the gathering area and resume
responsibility for the students



Educational Assistants are to predominately stay with their designated students

Buddy Projects:
When classes are involved in Buddy Projects and one half of one class is in another classroom,
the following procedures shall be followed:

Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of students,
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Responsible Intermediate Teacher


Shall exit the building with all students at the nearest fire exit.



Shall direct the class to the designated assembly area for the intermediate class.



Shall direct the visiting primary students to their own teacher for attendance.

Responsible Primary Teacher


Shall exit the building with all students at the nearest fire exit.



Shall direct the class to the designated assembly area for the primary class.



Shall direct the visiting intermediate students to their own teacher for attendance.

Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of students,
staff and visitors.
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7. Student Roles and Responsibilities
Policy:
In case of an emergency whereby all staff, visitors and students are required to evacuate the
school buildings. Students must understand and follow the evacuation procedures outlined in
this manual, their teachers, as well as the following procedures.
Responsible Person:
All Students
Procedures
Following the onset of emergency,
The principal (or designate) will give the command to evacuate the school building. If the
Public Address System is out of order, each teacher will give the command to evacuate his/her
class.
All students


Must evacuate the school in an orderly manner.



Must assemble according to Team and Colours, so that families can be together during
recovery procedures after an emergency incident occurs.



Must not leave the Student Assembly Team until a Senior Runner comes to retrieve the
student.

Student Runners:
These Students will act as runners, first-aid assistants and release station assistants, and any other
duties as assigned by staff.

Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of students,
staff and visitors.
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8. Parents Roles and Responsibilities
Policy:
This Policy is intended to cover procedures necessary when an emergency incident occurs and
evacuation of the school is required. Parents are asked to adhere to the following so that all
students, staff and visitors may be given the best possible attention and care, as well as provide
safety for all. This policy is intended to reduce the chaos and confusion that normally
accompanies an emergency situation. It is intended to keep tension and anxiety levels low so that
the time and process of locating students, staff and others can be kept to a minimum and so that
we can ensure safety for all.
Responsible Person:
Parents
Procedures
Parents:


Must ensure that they have read this section of the school Emergency Preparedness Plan.

In case an incident occurs:


DO NOT TELEPHONE THE SCHOOL. If an emergency has occurred, the telephone lines
will be needed for the emergency.



Children will be released to Parents or designated alternate caregivers ONLY.



When arriving at the school, the students will be gathered in the designated assembly area, the
playground or in the school. In the event that these areas are deemed unsafe due to fire
hazards or structural integrity concerns, an alternate location (“Dude Chilling Park” - 2390
Brunswick St, Vancouver) will be used for assembly.



Report to the Release station - which will be indicated by a sign "Release Station."



Parents are NOT permitted within the assembly area unless their child has been injured. A
Student runner will accompany the parent to the injured child.



BE PATIENT AND CALM - RELEASING STUDENTS WILL TAKE TIME.



The Release Station Staff member will send a runner to bring your child(ren) to you. In case
of an injured child, the parent or designate will be taken to the child. If more than one child is

Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of students,
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at the school, they will stay in the assembly area until the parent and injured child are ready to
leave the grounds.


When reunited with your child(ren), a Release Station Staff member will require your
signature on a Release Form



Initial the complete "Emergency Release Form" provided at the Release Station



You will all then be released to leave the assembly area

Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of students,
staff and visitors.
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9. Pre-School Protocol
Policy:
All Responsible Staff Members will be as well prepared and independent of K-7 grades as
possible. The Pre-school staff has assembled 'grab and go' bags found in the pre-school room.
These bags contain student comfort kits, water, food rations and first-aid supplies.
The pre-school will remain separate from the main student body and will utilize student runners as
necessary. They will follow the established protocol for building re-entry, student
attendance/status report, distribution of I.D. Tags., student release etc.
Responsible Person:
All Responsible Staff members
Procedure:


Follow the established policy, procedures and protocols as outlined in the EPP Binder. This
includes building re-entry, search and rescue, student attendance/status updates, distribution of
student I.D. Tags, and student release (Please refer to the appropriate sections of the EPP
Binder).



When K-7 students move to their assigned colour stations, Pre-school will move to a separate
station (Preschool #6).



Grade 7 students will be sent to the preschool station to assist with supervision as required.



All responsible staff shall be responsible for reading, understanding and following the
established procedures.

Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of students,
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10. Daycare Protocol
Policy:
All Responsible Staff Members will be as well prepared and independent of K-7 grades as
possible. The daycare staff has assembled 'grab and go' bags found in the Daycare room. These
bags contain student comfort kits, water, food rations and first-aid supplies.
The daycare will remain separate from the main student body and will utilize student runners as
necessary. They will follow the established protocol for building re-entry, student
attendance/status report, distribution of I.D. Tags., student release etc.
Responsible Person:
All Responsible Staff members
Procedure:


Follow the established policy, procedures and protocols as outlined in the EPP Binder. This
includes building re-entry, search and rescue, student attendance/status updates, distribution of
student I.D. Tags, and student release (Please refer to the appropriate sections of the EPP
Binder).



When K-7 students move to their assigned colour stations, daycare will move to a separate
station (Preschool #6).



Grade 7 students will be sent to the daycare station to assist with supervision as required.



All responsible staff shall be responsible for reading, understanding and following the
established procedures.

Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of students,
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Earthquake Procedure
11. General Earthquake Procedures
Policy:
All Staff Members shall follow the established procedures for Earthquake Procedures to ensure
the safety of the students, visitors, and staff and to prevent or delay the spread of any fire or
smoke.
Responsible Person
All Staff Members:


Must ensure that the classrooms and hallways are free of obstacles.



On a daily basis, all staff must pay particular attention to the exit doors in the classrooms and
in the hallways.



Ensure staff/students remain away from building walls, overhead power lines, trees, or and
other objects when may be deemed hazardous while outside.

(FISA, 2016, p. 18)

If you are indoors:
-

Stay under desks, tables, or in doorways, and move away from windows and
walls. If the furniture over you shifts, try to move with it and stay under.

-

Do not lie flat on the floor, but on your hands and knees, as this gives you the chance
to move if you need to.

-

Cover your head for at least one minute or until safe to vacate the building.

-

Hold onto the object you are under so that you remain covered. If you cannot get
under something strong, flatten yourself against an interior wall. If you are in a
wheelchair, lock the wheels and protect the back of your head and neck.

-

If you are near a lit candle, or active stove, attempt to blow it out or turn off the stove
if safe to do so.

If you are Outdoors:
-

Stay outside.

Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of students,
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Do not lie flat on the floor, but on your hands and knees, as this gives you the chance
to move if you need to.

-

Go to an open area away from buildings or trees or overhead power lines.

-

If you are in a crowded public place, take cover where you won’t be trampled.

Avoid the Following:
-

Windows
Bookcases

-

Unsecured tall furniture

-

Light fixtures

-

Elevators

-

Power lines, downed or stable

Additional Instructions
-

Wait for shaking to stop. Check yourself and others around you for injuries,

-

Be alert to aftershocks.

-

Decision to evacuate all or part of school should not be automatic. There may be more
danger outside the building then inside.

-

Signal staff and students to evacuate. DO NOT USE FIRE ALARM. Do not use the
elevators.

-

Determine names, ages and possible locations of unaccounted for students/staff,
including any students/staff waiting in secure areas of the school for assistance to be
removed from the building.

-

Ensure all power, fuel and water mains have been shut off.

-

Check for possible fires, utility leaks, hazardous material spills, and call 911 if and
whenever needed.

-

Implement procedures for communication, safety glasses, face masks, hard hats, first
aid, shelter, supervision, student/staff release, etc.

-

Ensure staff/students remain away from buildings, overhead power lines, trees, or
other hazards that may fall while outside.

-

Consider school plans for an extended stay with students and/or emergency evacuation
to another site.

Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of students,
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Schools will remain open indefinitely until every child has been released to a
parent/guardian.

When directed by the Principal or their designate, exit the building with all students at the nearest
fire exit. (Take emergency bag only if possible)


Assemble and take attendance at the designated assembly area.



Determine whether staff and students have safely evacuated the school building.



Precede to the color stations. (refer to earthquake procedures)



If a class is elsewhere in the school, i.e., with specialist teachers (physical education, Learning
Assistance, Music, Library) the specialist teacher leads the student(s) to the assembly area
along with the clipboard listing all of the class lists. The Classroom Teacher will meet the
specialist teacher and the student(s) at the gathering area and resume responsibility for the
students

Buddy Projects:
When classes are involved in Buddy Projects and one half of one class is in another classroom,
the following procedures shall be followed:
Responsible Intermediate Teacher


Shall exit the building with all students as per the Evacuation Routes section of this document,
based on their present room.



Shall direct the class to the designated assembly area for the intermediate class.



Shall direct the visiting primary students to their own teacher for attendance.

Responsible Primary Teacher


Shall exit the building with all students as per the Evacuation Routes section of this document,
based on their present room.



Shall direct the class to the designated assembly area for the primary class



Shall direct the visiting intermediate students to their own teacher for attendance

Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of students,
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12. Teachers / Staff Checklist for Earthquake
Policy:
Responsible teachers and staff shall go through this checklist
Responsible Person: All Staff
Procedures
The following is the procedure thatTeachersand other staff are to follow in the case of an
earthquake emergency.
If you are Indoors


When a tremor starts, or the Early Warning Earthquake Alarm is triggered, issue instruction to
move away from the windows and other potential hazards.



Issue DUCK, COVER, and HOLD instruction.



Once the Early Warning Earthquake Alarm stops count for 60 seconds.



After the tremor has ceased, if possible, proceed to check accessibility of exit route to
determine safety of evacuation.



Check yourself and others around you for injuries



Give instruction to evacuate, as per the Evacuation Route Descriptions and Floor Plans section
of this document.



Take class list and emergency bag, if available.



Assist students to evacuate. If possible, place desks over injured, non-ambulatory students and
reassure them.



Be alert to aftershocks



Assemble class in designated assembly area.



Use class list to take roll-call, report any student/staff missing or injured giving names and
locations; submit information to Command Post via Student Runners.



Hand out Student I.D. Tags and direct students to appropriate Colour Station.



If assigned other Emergency Duties, report to assigned post.



Teachers assigned to Colour Stations to supervise students should attempt to keep them calm,
as quiet as possible and TOGETHER; administer minor first aid to students as necessary or
send to the First Aid Station with a Student Runner (use 'Classroom Attendance Form')



Release students to runners with authorized forms

Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of students,
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13. Student Assembly Area Team
Policy:
The Student Assembly Area Team is responsible for the co-ordination and supervision of the
students in the area designated for all survivors of a major incident. It is the area where classes
initially assemble for attendance, I.D. tag distribution and deployment to Colour Stations. (Colour
Stations are where they are united with siblings).
Responsible Person:


All assigned staff members.

Procedures:
After following the Evacuation Procedures, the responsible staff will:


Line students up by class, as in a fire drill



Keep their classes assembled



Keep their classes as quiet and calm as possible



Take attendance



Send Student Runner to Command Post with Attendance Form



Distribute I.D. tags



Identify missing student



Direct students to their designated colour station (indicated by the coloured dot on their I.D.
tag)



Send those tags not handed out to the Command Post



Apply First Aid to minor injuries



Take injured students to First Aid Station

Colour stations are assigned by alphabetical listing of the students' last names.
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14. Command Post
Policy:
The Command Station is responsible for the overall coordination and decision-making of events
during and after an emergency situation. This will include, but is not limited to, building status
reports, student and staff welfare, overseeing of student release, communications with community
emergency services and deployment of staff as required.
Responsible Person:


All Staff assigned to the Command Post

Procedures:
Following the onset of emergency:
The Principal (or designate) will give the command to evacuate the school building.If the
Public Address System is out of order, each teacher will give the command to evacuate the class.
The Command Post Team:


Will gather at the Emergency Container at the west end of the playground, if safe to do so.



Determine the safest and most convenient location for the Command.



Assemble Command Post staff and determine an Emergency Team Leader, Principal or
Principal designate.
One team member will remain at the Post to receive reports of attendance and injuries from



individual teachers.


One team member will ensure the Set-Up Team has opened up the cargo container and placed
the First Aid Sign and the Command Post Sign in the designated locations. This person will
assist or instruct the "Set-up Staff' to begin their duties.



One member will work with a qualified volunteer to evaluate the safety of the building (rapid
damage assessment) and determine the possibility of re-entry and



Will record observations on a Building Status Form



Post unsafe, limited entry, and unsafe placards in all areas of the building, if safe to do so.



The Command Post Team will issue periodic updates to Student Assembly Area staff members.



Reassign staff as necessary.



Set up emergency radio

Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of students,
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Tune into emergency broadcast on CBC radio at 92.1 FM, or 690 AM



Set up walkie-talkies (Command to Search and Rescue Leader).



Assess need for food, water, shelter and sanitation.



Maintain a log of events, decisions and actions.



A LONG WHISTLE BLAST will be used to signal the need for one adult from each team to
report to the Command Post for debriefing and update.



Forward to the Release Station any pertinent information such as injuries, student absences,
missing students that they may need in releasing students and informing parents and
guardians.



Re-assign staff members to other areas of responsibilities, as required



Assign parent volunteers to designated areas of responsibilities as required



Assign designated Senior students as required.

Liaise with the Pre-School and Daycare station to determine needs.

Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of students,
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15. Building Safety Inspection
(Rapid Damage Assessment – To be conducted only IF SAFE TO DO SO)


If possible, access the Electrical Room; proceed to pull breakers of electrical panel.



Shut off gas main.



Shut off water main.



Shut down electrical breaker.



Cordon off unsafe areas with placards.



Extinguish small fires.



Record and maintain a record of events: dates, times, locations, decisions, comments.



Deliver Rapid Damage Assessment to Command Post Leader.

Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of students,
staff and visitors.
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16. Set-Up Team
Policy:
The Set-Up Team members are responsible for assembling and erecting the various emergency
stations and temporary shelters, distributing emergency supplies as required to the various
stations, delivering food and water rations throughout the 72 hour emergency housing period.
They are under the direct supervision and responsibility of the Command Post Team members.
Responsible Person


All assigned staff members.

Procedures
After following the Evacuation and Assembly Area procedures, the responsible staff will:


Meet Command Post Team members at the Emergency Container



Follow the instructions of the Command Post members



Retrieve container identifying contents with I.D. tags



Deliver I.D. tag bags to each classroom teacher (who will distribute them to their students)



Erect the Colour Station Flags in the designated Student Assembly Area



Erect the Pre-School and Daycare sign



Erect the Signs for the First Aid Station



Deliver the First Aid Materials to the First Aid Station



Deliver the Release Station materials



Deliver the Release Station Sign to its designated area.

In case of rain, the responsible staff will


Deliver tarpaulins, garbage bags, blankets and other necessary sheltering materials to the
Colour Stations, First Aid Post and Release and Command Post Stations.



Erect temporary tent-type shelters as necessary



Erect temporary tent-type structures for lavatory use

Delivery of Food and Water rations:
The responsible staff will


Deliver student comfort kits as directed by the Command Post Members

Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of students,
staff and visitors.
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Deliver food and water rations as directed by the Command Post Team members throughout
the emergency 72-hour temporary housing period.



Set-Up Team members who have been assigned secondary duties will attend to their
secondary duties as instructed by the Command Post Teams.

Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of students,
staff and visitors.
Revised: September 2018
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17. Color Station Team
Policy:
Colour Stations have been designated according to a students' last name. This will ensure that as
many family members can be together as possible during an emergency. This will also ensure that
students in various age ranges will be assembled at the different colour stations so that the older
students can assist the responsible staff members as required.
The Colour Stations will be clearly marked by flags and will be assembled by the Set-Up Team.
Colour Station Team members are responsible for the supervision and coordination of all
activities and duties required at the station. They are to comfort and occupy students until they are
released to their parent or guardian.
Responsible Person:
All assigned staff members.
Procedures
After following the Evacuation and Assembly Area procedures, the responsible staff will:


Report to their assigned colour station.



Check I.D. tags of each student in the station



Ensure all students are in their correct Colour Station



Redirect students to their correct Colour Station if required



Administer minor first aid to students as necessary



Direct or accompany students to First Aid Station as required



Spread out tarpaulin delivered by the set up team



Instruct students to sit on the tarpaulin - in a circle if possible



Engage in recommended activities (following)



Report to Command Post as necessary using appropriate forms and student runners.



As Students are released, record time and reason on the Log of events Form.

Students should only be released from the Colour Station under the supervision of a staff member
or a designated Senior Student Runner.


Retrieve comfort kits from the container delivered by the Set-up Team
Distribute student comfort kits

Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of students,
staff and visitors.
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18. First Aid Team
Policy:
The First Aid Team will be designated to apply basic First Aid only to injured students, staff and
visitors at the school after an emergency situation has occurred. First Aid Station staff members
must have a valid First Aid certificate. It is preferable that as many staff members as possible be
First Aid trained, as minor injuries (i.e. scrapes, bruises, etc.) will be treated at the Student
Assembly Areas.

Responsible Person:
All staff assigned to First Aid Station.

Procedures
Immediately after evacuation of the building First Aid members will:


Fulfill their immediate responsibilities to their classes



Gather at the emergency container



Determine the safest and best location for the temporary morgue



Retrieve their emergency supplies from the cargo container, and



Set up their First Aid Post



Use designated Senior students for assistance

First Aid Team members will:


Treat injuries at their station, as injured students/staff are brought to them



Record names, injuries, treatment, time, and other pertinent information.

No creams, ointments, lotions, disinfectants, antibiotics, etc. are to be used on any injuries.
Water should be used to flush wounds. No medication of any kind should be administered to
students unless it is specifically prescribed to them, and listed on the Student Medical list.

All students who remain at the First Aid Station (i.e. moderate/severe injuries, death) should be
reported to the Command Station who will provide the Release Station with this information.
Any parents who are working at the school during an emergency will assist the First Aid Station if
they are medical personnel or trained in First Aid.
Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of students,
staff and visitors.
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Checklist
The flowing procedures are to be followed by the staff members assigned to the First Aid Team.


Assemble at the Emergency Container to obtain briefing from Command Post Person-inCharge



Retrieve emergency medical supplies



Set-up First Aid Station and put up flag (red).



Maintain a team log of all activities and record of students and treatment provided.



Triage all injuries to the best of your ability.



Provide treatment to those arriving as per triage assessments.



Record and report names of injured at First Aid Station and number all those who require
transportation to a medical facility.



Send information to Command Post via Student Runners.

Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of students,
staff and visitors.
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19. Release Station
Policy:
Release station staff members are responsible for the safe and orderly release of all children to
their parents or designated guardians. They will also collect the list from the Command Post of
any absent, injured or missing students and staff.

Responsible Person:
All staff members assigned to the Release Station.

Procedures
After evacuating the building:
1. One Release Station member is to report to the cargo container to collect the “Release Station”
binder. The binder contains a complete list of students, families, emergency release information
and release forms.
2. Release Station will be set up at a safe and convenient location for receiving parents and
releasing students. The location will be determined by the Person-In-Charge. If the Command
Post staff determines that the building is safe to re-enter, the release station may be at the school
office.


Designated location for the release station: the entry gate to the parking lot on Great Northern
Way.

3. Students MUST ONLY be released to their parents or the “designated” alternate on the student
information form. Adults who arrive to pick up children will not be allowed to enter the
schoolyard, and station staff must be firm in exercising procedures. Their children will be
collected (via a Senior Student Runner) from their Student Assembly Areas.
4. In the event of an injured child, parents will be allowed to enter and to proceed to the First Aid
Station to comfort/assist/retrieve their children accompanied by a student runner.
Upon student release, Release Station Staff will:
1. Fill out the Emergency Release form and have the parent/guardian sign.
2. Take and keep the ID tag of all students who have been released.

Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of students,
staff and visitors.
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Release Station Staff will have several Senior Student Runners at their disposal to retrieve
students from the Student Assembly Areas and to retrieve updates from Command Post.

Checklist
The following procedures are to be followed by all staff members assigned to the Release Station:


Set up Student Release Area. Put up sign



Brief Student Runners on their duties



Maintain records and team log of events.



Begin releasing students as soon as Release Staff are ready.



Release students to ONLY those individuals listed on the Emergency Forms.



Ensure parents/guardians sign Student Release Forms when picking up children.



Direct convergent volunteers to Command Post for duty assignments,



Comfort and support parents and students as needed.

Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of students,
staff and visitors.
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Emergency Lockdown Procedure
20. General Guidelines – Principal or Designate
Emergency Lockdown Policy
These procedures are a result of community consultation and clarification with the West
Vancouver Police Department. All administrators will benefit by keeping this information in the
School Emergency Response Plan Binder.

The attached pages are to be used if an emergency is occurring/unfolding in or near your school.
They are designed to assist you in the first hours of a crisis situation.
Each incident is unique and will require modifications as the level of hostility increases.

A crisis can be divided into four segments: The Impact Phase (It is happening right here, and
right now – to us), Immediately Afterward, Hours Later and the Aftermath.

These documents are designed to primarily address the first two of those segments: The Impact
Phase and Immediately Afterward. Their purpose is to provide direction as to what to do and
how to proceed in order to manage this situation.

It is not possible to predict every potential emergency that you may encounter in your school.
However, this document should provide you with enough step-by-step information to meet most
crisis situations effectively.

Initial information typically includes erroneous assumptions and misinformation. You may need
to revise your first response at a moment’s notice. Always remember that, as a Principal, the
way you receive information and respond to it can have an incredibly strong impact on the
ultimate outcome of the crisis.

Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of
students, staff and visitors.
Revised: January 2018
Next Annual Review: September 2018
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Implement Lockdown/Lockout/Shelter in Place Procedures when there are high risk
incidents involving:


weapons



student/stranger intrusion



situations in the vicinity of the school that could endanger the lives and/or the safety of
students and/or staff.



hazardous chemical spill



severe weather warning

Guiding Principles – Emergency Response


You are personally involved in the incident. Your firsthand observations may be affected by
the nature of the incident (i.e. you could be shocked, stunned, or dazed like everyone else
involved)



You may be near the incident scene, but not directly involved with it



In both the above scenarios, rumours will travel quickly and appear to be facts – despite your
proximity to the situation; a true and accurate fact pattern takes time to emerge



You may be away from your school at another location when the incident unfolds



The source of your initial notification of an emergency situation could be students, school
staff, parents, community neighbours or the police



Four questions, if asked and answered efficiently, will give you the threads of information
you need to weave a strategy and implement your response



1.

What happened?

2.

How bad is it?

3.

What is being done?

4.

What is the potential for escalation?

As the crisis unfolds minimize the ongoing danger, ensure the health and safety of everyone
in the school, strive to maintain a state of ‘deliberate calm’, listen carefully as information
comes in, then balance decisiveness, flexibility, persuasiveness and action.



It may be difficult to obtain accurate information from someone who may be experiencing

Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of
students, staff and visitors.
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traumatic stress and you will be coping with your own strong emotional reaction, depending
on the severity of the incident.


Once the initial crisis is under control, document unfolding events by keeping notes

Define the Crisis


Is there any continuing danger?
-



Is there access/direction for any emergency vehicles en route?
-



Have you heard from those directly involved?

Is the area secure? (i.e. evidence required, area-cordoned off, etc.)
-



Confirm information from eyewitnesses; sort rumour from facts.

What further communications need to be received?
-



Provide direction and assistance for arriving emergency vehicles.

What information requires further verification and assessment?
-



Take action to protect anyone from harm.

Who can you put in place until police/fire/ambulance arrives?

What can be done to prevent this situation from getting worse?
-

Seek to put measures in place which will de-escalate the situation

Seek Support


What immediate legal or regulatory compliance issues need to be addressed?
-



Who needs to be notified immediately to provide assistance?
-



Seek information and assistance from your Superintendent.

Follow notification protocol

What internal or external support personnel need to be contacted immediately for assistance?

Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of
students, staff and visitors.
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Communication Plan


Do individual parents need to be notified immediately?
-



Are the media calling for information or enroute to the school?
-



Call Communications, Public and Media Relations Department for assistance and support

What messages should be provided to those who call?
-



Notify parents of students involved, if student under 18 years of age

Develop and convey a consistent message to outside callers
Use school phone answering system to assist in conveying message

Communications Crisis Plan: Principal's responsibilities
Inform all relevant groups: (This may need to be delegated.)


Inform your Superintendent and he/she will inform the Board of Directors



Contact key concerned groups such as employees, Parish, PEC, parents, crisis response team,
fire, police, hospital, social service agencies

Outline the crisis:


Put together a fact sheet for internal use outlining details of crisis



Provide fact sheet to spokesperson—include school name, address, Principal’s home
telephone number or cellular telephone number, number of students and number of staff at
the school

Notifying staff and parents:


Remind employees that only the Principal and Superintendent is authorized to talk to the
media



Consider sending a notice to parents that contains the same information that was released to
the media



Post signs on windows/doors

Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of
students, staff and visitors.
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Assigning tasks:


Set up an incident team to deal with the crisis as quickly as possible



Relieve people from normal duties if required

Managing the media:
Direct all calls to St. Francis Xavier School at 604-254-2714


Do not allow the media to film students, or to speak with students without parental
permission

Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of
students, staff and visitors.
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21. Lockdown Checklist
 Notify staff as follows: “Initiate full lockdown (internal/external) procedures – danger (in
the school/ on site)” or “Initiate partial lockdown procedures – danger in the school
neighbourhood.”

 Lock all classroom doors
 Lock all exterior doors
 Follow normal procedures for full lockdown, lock out, or shelter in place
 Keep one telephone line open so that Police, CISVA office can contact the school
 Take attendance in each room. Note those who are absent and notify the principal
immediately by text or the designated site incident commander. If the site incident
commander does not respond immediately, wait until they make contact with you

 Teachers should remain calm and reassure students that the emergency is under control
 Keep everyone facing away from the glass and doors where possible
 Pull shades and turn off lights if appropriate. This will depend on the nature of the crisis.
Ensure that you can communicate visually with police if necessary.

 Release no one except by the direction of the principal or designate or the police
 Do not release students or staff for restrooms
 Do not use radio, TV, or cell phones in classrooms
 Everyone should lie on the floor if gunshots are heard.
Call the school office with vital information. (e.g. I see a person in the NW Hallway)

 Non-teaching staff will report to a previously designated location (i.e. Main Office, Library)
 Prepare students for staying in a “lockdown” mode for an extensive period of time
 Contact bus transportation to advise staff of the situation if needed
 Only open the doors when an “all clear” is given
 Have a consistent message for parents who are calling the school during the lockdown.
 Adult students and visitors are required to obey lockdown procedure instructions while on
school property.

 Ask teachers to identify students who are NOT in the building during the lockdown
Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of
students, staff and visitors.
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procedure.

22. Emergency Call Sequence – The Steps
1. Dial 911- identify type of the lockdown: Full lockdown/Full Lockout/Shelter in place (if
police, ambulance or fire departments are required immediately). Be prepared to answer
questions that will assist police in understanding the situation.
2. Call other schools in immediate vicinity which may be affected by the circumstances that
created the need for lockdown.

School

Principal

Phone numbers

Mount Pleasant

Principal: Darren Mitzel

Phone:

Elementary

604-713-4617

2300 Guelph St.
Vancouver
St. Patrick’s Elementary

Principal: Mr. Mike Boreham

2850 Quebec St.

Phone:
604-879-4411

Vancouver

St. Patrick’s Secondary

Principal: Ralph Gabrielle

115E. 11th Ave.

Phone:
604-874-6422

Vancouver

3. CISVA Superintendent – Deacon Henk Luyten

(604-683-9331)

4. St. Francis Xavier Parish Office

(604-254-2727)

5. Cardinal Transportation B.C.

(604-255-3555)

6. Media - CKNW AM 980

(604-331-2711)

7. Change school telephone message as required

Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of
students, staff and visitors.
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23. Level 1 FULL LOCKDOWN
Full LOCKDOWN Internal Danger in the school
In a Level 1 Threat, THE DANGER IS PRESENT INSIDE THE SCHOOL.
(For example, dangerous intruder, barricaded suspect, active shooter, etc.)
Action Sequence (Administrator):
1) The Principal or Designate makes a P.A. announcement that will state “Initiate full
LOCKDOWN internal danger in the school”
2) Ring the school bell (Three sets of three rings) - should be heard outside


alternate method (Three sets of three whistle blasts)

3) Call 911 – identify the type of lockdown and the entrance that should be used to gain
access to the building
4) Contact CISVA office
Action Sequence (Staff / Students):
1) Students and staff inside the building in transition between rooms are to go to the closest
room, close the door and lock if possible – this is essentially an “internal” lockdown
2) Students and staff in the room are to LIE ON THE FLOOR AWAY FROM THE
DOORS AND WINDOWS
3) LIGHTS SHOULD BE ON AND GROUND FLOOR BLINDS SHOULD BE LEFT
OPEN to provide visibility from outside
4) Students and staff in their rooms are to remain on the floor until further instructions are given
and remain silent
5) Students and staff outside of the building are to quickly move as far away from the building
as possible, assembling at the school’s emergency evacuation location (rooftop
playground). Remain there until further instructions are provided
6) Staff are to text administration and inform them of their and their students location and any
unaccounted/missing students
Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of
students, staff and visitors.
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Bussing Procedures
During the Day


Students out of school on field trip – may need alternate drop-off place



Notify Bus Company



Use Bus Seating Plan to record which students have been relocated



Parents or other caregivers may need to be notified – to collect students from alternate site if
possible



Staff member to remain on site until all students have been delivered by bus or collected by
parents.

Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of
students, staff and visitors.
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24. Level 2 FULL LOCKOUT
Full LOCKOUT External Danger on site
School is on Lockout – Proximate threat
(For example, police incident in the area, robbery or any serious criminal offence in proximity to the
school, etc.) In a Level 2 LOCKOUT (full lockout external), THE THREAT IS PROXIMATE TO
BUT NOT INSIDE THE BUILDING.
Action Sequence (Administrator):
1. The Principal or Designate will make a P.A. announcement that will state “Initiate full lockout
External Danger on site”
2. Ring the school bell (Three sets of three rings)


Alternate method: Three sets of three whistle blasts

3. Lock exterior doors. Post lockout signs on exterior doors
4. Call 911. Identify the type of lockdown/lockout. (Based on principal’s evaluation of the situation)
5. Contact CISVA office
Action Sequence (Staff / Students):
1. Students and staff inside the building are to go to the closest supervised room, close the door and
lock if possible
2. Students and staff in their rooms are to lie on the floor away from the doors and window and remain
silent
3. ALL GROUND FLOOR BLINDS SHOULD BE CLOSED AND CLASSROOM LIGHTS
TURNED OFF (including portables)
4. Students and staff in the room are to remain on the floor until further instructions are given
5. Students and staff outside of the building are to quickly move as far away from the building as
possible, assembling at the school’s emergency evacuation location (rooftop playground). Remain
there until further instructions are provided
6. Staff are to text administration and inform them of their and their students location and any
unaccounted/missing students
Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of
students, staff and visitors.
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Bussing
During the Day


Students out of school on field trip – may need alternate drop-off place



Notify Bus company



Use Bus Seating Plan to record which students have been relocated



Parents or other caregivers may need to be notified – to collect students from alternate site if
possible

 Staff member to remain on site until all students have been delivered by bus or collected by
parent

Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of
students, staff and visitors.
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25. Level 3 SHELTER IN PLACE
Partial lockdown, SHELTER IN PLACE - Danger in the school
neighbourhood
(For example, environmental event, chemical or hazardous material spill, weather events,
dangerous wild animal, missing child, gas leaks, dirty bomb, etc.)

Heightened Risk Procedures
Heightened Risk is defined as an incident that is brought to the attention of the principal or
designate, such as a police investigation in the area, person/s in a vehicle approaching students
near the school or a chemical spill in the neighbourhood, that may require actions that are
prudent but less than the actions required in the “Full Lockdown Procedures”.
Heightened Risk situations require increased supervision, locking of exterior doors, posting
of lockdown/lockout signs on the exterior doors, indoor lunch and recesses, control of
movement from portables to main building and other action as deemed necessary by the
principal or designate.
Work with Police Services and other agencies having jurisdiction for the incident and follow
their Emergency Response Procedures.
Action Sequence (Administrator):
1. Ensure that all students and staff outside the building quickly enter the building
2. Post Lockdown/Lockout Signs on Exterior doors
3. Call 911 if necessary. Identify the type of lockdown/lockout
4. Notify CISVA
5. Await directions for lifting the lockdown/lockout
6. At P.M Bell: Determine if students are to be dismissed from building
If dismissing, use safest exit from building, i.e. access furthest from building, i.e. access furthest
from danger
Inform parents of pick-up location and safest exit
Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of
students, staff and visitors.
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Bussing
During the Day:


Students on field trip – may need alternate drop-off place



Notify Bus company



Decide whether or not accept students on site



Use Bus Seating plan to record which students are on buses



If accepting students buses will have to drop-off at site using safest access to building, i.e.
access furthest from danger - Staff to escort students from bus



Staff member to remain on site until all students have been delivered by bus or collected by
parents

Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of
students, staff and visitors.
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26. Police or Emergency Services Activity at Bus Stop in
Front of School
Should Bus Drivers / Teachers approaching bus stop see Emergency or Police Vehicles at
site:


Driver will call Dispatch to report situation



Dispatch will contact School describing situation and requesting instructions regarding the
students



Dispatch will stay in contact with driver and relay instructions



Driver will wait for instructions from school regarding the safety of leaving students on
scene



Driver will return students to school (or alternate site) if directed to do so or the situation is
obviously unsafe



If the school tells the driver to proceed with drop-off the driver must determine if the regular
stop is still safe or accessible



Staff members will assist with escorting the students into the school building or at the
alternate drop off location.



Driver will obey Police instructions to move on or reposition the bus

Alternate Drop off location:
Name: St. Patrick’s Elementary School
Address: 2850 Quebec St. Vancouver, B.C.
Telephone: 604-879-4411
Contact person: Michael Boreham, Principal

Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of
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27. Field Trips
Policy:
In addition to the Policy and Procedure Handbook policy statements, all staff members are to
follow the procedures set out below in order to ensure the best safety practices when organizing
and going on field trips.

Responsible Person:
Staff Teacher

Procedure:


Ensures that a Field Trip Request Form is completed and signed by the Principal.



Ensure that the Field Trip Parent Consent Form is filled in correctly with the foreseeable
risks mentioned.



If Parent Drivers are required, ensure that a copy of the Field Trip Form for Parent Drivers is
completed and the insurance form approved, a copy of the Form is to be filed with the School
Office prior to departure, as well as copies of the Field Trip Request Form.



In case of an emergency, ensure that a school Travelling First Aid Kit is replenished and that
it accompanies the Staff Teacher on the trip and that any students’ necessary medication is in
the First-Aid Kit.



In case of an emergency, ensure an up-to-date class list showing the following information is
available on the trip and carried in the First-Aid Kit:

 Name of parent or designated emergency contact person;
 Up-to-date emergency Address and Telephone number;
 List of any student or accompanying party with a serious medical problem;
 Necessary medication or drugs for the identified student or accompanying party.

Standard: The established procedures shall be evaluated for methods to ensure the best possible safety of
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28. Bomb Threat Telephone Checklist
Date:

Time call received:

YOUR name:

Phone number where
call received:

Time caller hung up:

Phone number of
caller, if known

 Local?
 Long distance?

Ask the caller the following questions. You may not get direct answers but by keeping the person talking you may be able to
gather valuable information. Listen carefully as the person speaks and try to make notes (below) on the speaker’s voice and the
background sounds.

What will make the device
explode?
Did you place the bomb?
 Yes

Why?

Where?

 No

What is your (caller’s)
name?
Is voice familiar

Are you alone?
Who else is with you?

How old are you?
Or estimated age:

Gender:

If so, who does it sound like?

 Yes
 No

Where are you right now?
Describe
caller’s
voice and
language

Describe
background
sounds

 Accent

 Angry

 Calm

 Clearing
throat

 Coughing

 Cracking
voice

 Crying

 Deep
breathing

 Disguised/
muffled

 Distinct/
clear

 Excited

 Intoxicated/
incoherent

 Laughter

 Lisp

 Loud/
shouting

 Whiny

 Nasal

 Normal

 Ragged

 Rapid

 Raspy

 Slow

 Slurred

 Soft

 Stutter

 Read from
a script

 Taped
message

 Educated,
well-spoken

 Electronically
distorted

 Other
(describe)

 Animal
noises

 House hold
noises

 Industrial
noises

 Street
noises

 Vehicle
noise

 Music

 Quiet

 Office
machinery

 Factory
machinery

 Partying

Adapted from Safer Schools Togetherwww.saferschoolstogether.com
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